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INSPIRING PEOPLE TO CONNECT IN A 
WORLD THIRSTY FOR CONNECTION

Simone Heng is a human connection specialist
and former international broadcaster for the
likes of Virgin Radio Dubai, HBO Asia and CNBC
among others. With over 15 years of experience
as a communicator on-air, on stage and
one-on-one in different countries, connection
has always been her life’s work.

As a speaker, Simone inspires people to connect in a world thirsty for connection. She has spoken to 
thousands and for clients like Google, Salesforce, SAP, Ted X, The United Nations andmany more. 
Simone and her work has been featured in Elle, Harper’s Bazaar, CNN and many more.

Simone is based and was born in Singapore but has also studied in Switzerland, was raised in 
Australia and worked in the United Arab Emirates. She has a Communications and Cultural Studies 
degree from Curtin University of Technology.

SPEAKING TOPICS

Connect Authentically Via Technology
How best to use video calls and other communication technology to promote and support 
connection.

The science of Human Connection and why new need to connect

How to powerfully connect without meeting face-to-face

The top tech resources to help you engage

The presentation skills needed to help you engage in a virtual environment

Create the least distracting environment for your video calls

Digital body language and facial expressions

Video conference etiquette
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AS SEEN IN

Cross-Cultural Communications
Understanding the nuances and cultural communication differences across APAC teams.

The differences in Eastern and Western communication

Techniques to bridge the gap

How to get the courage to speak up more in meetings

How to support colleagues from other cultures feel comfortable to speak their mind
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The Power of Human Connection
As we enter the age of artificial intelligence, Human Connection skills become a workforce’s 
competitive edge. 

Why we need Human Connection skills

Techniques to connect so people remember you

Tips to connect with people regardless of culture and language

How to identify the authenticity of a connection

Break through and connect with reluctant individuals

Building rapport to create trust
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The Future of Human Connection
In a hybrid future, how will the way we connect change?

Why quality connections are vital to our mental and physical well-being

The impact of a socially distant future on mental health

Solutions to make the transition to a hybrid future more connected

Techniques for connecting in a hybrid workplace
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